Stress and Telomere Biology: A Lifespan Perspective
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Abstract

In the past decade, the growing field of telomere science has opened exciting new avenues for understanding the cellular and molecular substrates of stress and stress-related aging processes ver the lifespan. Shorter telomere length is associated with advancing chronological age and also increased disease morbidity and mortality. Emerging studies suggest that stress accelerates the erosion of telomeres from very early in life and possibly even influences the initial (newborn) setting of telomere length. In this review, we highlight recent empirical evidence linking stress and mental illnesses at various times across the lifespan with telomere erosion. We first present findings in the developmental programming of telomere biology linking prenatal stress to newborn and adult telomere length. We then present findings linking exposure to childhood trauma and to certain mental disorders with telomere shortening. Last, we review studies that characterize the relationship between related health-risk behaviors with telomere shortening over the lifespan, and how this process may further buffer the negative effects of stress on telomeres. A better understanding of the mechanisms that govern and regulate telomere biology throughout the lifespan may inform our understanding of etiology and the long-term consequences of stress and mental illnesses on aging processes in diverse populations and settings.
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Introduction

Telomeres are the DNA-based caps and protein structures at the chromosome tips. Telomerase is the intracellular ribonucleoprotein that can help maintain and elongate telomeres. The telomere/telomerase maintenance system was originally studied in model
systems, and now has been studied extensively in people. Telomeres are longest in germ cells, where they play an important role in cell replication throughout the lifespan, but are also important in any dividing tissue that must be replenished throughout life, from parts of the hippocampus, to blood, and bone. This complex cell aging system regulates the longevity of cells as well as senescence. In the last ten years, there has been a rapidly increasing epidemiological research body suggesting that telomere length (TL) serves as an early predictor of onset of disease and earlier mortality. It is interesting to note that although the word ‘aging’ is usually associated with old age, aging in the sense of telomeres is a life-time phenomenon that begins even before birth. Age-related diseases manifest mostly in old age but the aging process, at the cellular level, can be viewed as a lifelong progression. Indeed, abnormalities in telomere maintenance, resulting from mutations in telomere maintenance genes, are associated with premature aging in rare genetic diseases, collectively called ‘telomere syndromes’ (Armanios and Blackburn, 2012). Many clinical features of telomere syndromes are characteristic of geriatrics, and children with this disorder have a phenotype that resembles premature aging, signifying a causal link between telomere biology and aging.

Given the apparent centrality of this aging system in human health, it is important to identify the multitude of factors that shape TL early on in life, and promote TL maintenance throughout adulthood. While genetics play a role in regulating TL and telomerase activity, a wide range of environmental and behavioral factors also appear to affect TL. Stress has emerged as a major influence on telomere erosion. This brief review focuses on how life stress may impact telomere maintenance, starting from in utero (Figure 1). Stress shapes the biochemical milieu, in ways that may promote telomere damage, inflammation, and greater rate of leukocyte division in part through impairing telomerase mediated elongation, but also through other pathways, as explored elsewhere (Epel, 2012; Shalev, 2012). The shaping of stem cell health and turnover is influenced during development and early childhood. Novel research by Entringer and colleagues suggests that maternal stress during pregnancy may model offspring TL. Childhood adversity has been studied most, and appears to impact TL during the periods of exposure, as well as later in adulthood, although longitudinal studies are needed to establish how early adversity leads to longer-term effects. Depression, as well as other major mental disorders and physical disorders, have been linked to TL shortness, and it is likely that they are both influenced by cellular aging as well as contribute further to accelerate aging. Lastly, there are suggestions that healthy lifestyle factors may promote telomere maintenance or even lengthening; this may matter particularly in the face of adversity. Conversely, unhealthy lifestyle factors may significantly shorten telomeres. Together, a picture emerges that TL is an informative ‘clock’ that can be accelerated during critical periods or exposures, likely through different mechanisms. A better understanding of the mechanisms that mediate the effects of stress on telomere maintenance is an active avenue of investigation. Regardless of mechanism, shortened TL appears to index rate of biological aging and thus may provide insights into group and individual differences in early aging.

**Fetal programming of telomere biology**

Growing evidence from epidemiological, clinical, and molecular studies suggests that conditions during early development (i.e., embryonic, fetal and early postnatal periods of life) interact with the genome of an individual to exert a major impact on structural and functional integrity of the developing brain and other peripheral systems. This interaction, in turn, influence individual’s subsequent state of health and her or his propensity, or susceptibility, for developing one or more of the common physical or mental disorders that collectively represent the major burden of disease in society (i.e., the concept of fetal, or developmental, programming of health and disease risk). Consistent with this concept of
fetal or developmental programming, we suggest that telomere biology (i.e., chromosomal TL and the activity of the enzyme telomerase) may be plastic during development and receptive to the influence of intrauterine and other early life conditions (Entringer et al., 2012a). The initial setting of TL in the newborn likely represents a critically-important aspect of an individual’s telomere biology system. For any given individual at any age TL depends on, first, the initial (newborn) setting of TL, and second, the magnitude of telomere erosion from birth onwards. Telomere erosion, in turn, depends on cell replication rate, cumulative exposure to agents that produce DNA damage (such as oxidative, inflammatory, endocrine and other forms of biological stress), and activity of the telomerase enzyme (Aviv, 2008). The consequences of shortened telomeres in adults are well-established. Thus, a reduction in the initial setting of TL likely confers greater susceptibility in later life for pathophysiological outcomes. Although at the present time there are no studies in humans linking early life telomere dynamics with later life health and disease risk, a recent study in zebra finches reported that TL measured in early life was a strong predictor of lifespan (Heidinger et al., 2012).

The determinants of newborn TL are poorly understood. Despite the relatively high heritability of TL, known genetic variants (from candidate gene as well as GWAS approaches) account for only a small proportion of the variance in TL (e.g., Mangino et al., 2012). Indeed, it is likely that the initial setting of chromosomal TL and the activity of the enzyme telomerase may be plastic and receptive to the influence of intrauterine and other early life conditions (Entringer et al., 2012a). Extrinsic and intrinsic conditions representing energetic resources and challenges (threats) to survival and reproduction epitomize the key processes underlying natural selection and developmental plasticity, and thus intrauterine stress warrants particular consideration as a candidate mechanism implicated in the programming of the telomere biology system. Stress-related maternal-placental-fetal endocrine, immune and oxidative processes represent an attractive candidate mechanism. First, they are exquisitely sensitive to a diverse array of potentially adverse physiological (metabolic), social, environmental and clinical exposures (summarized in Entringer et al., 2010). Second, they serve as the key signaling molecules between the fetal and maternal compartments during intrauterine development (Wadhwa, 2005). And third, they may exert stable, long-term effects via epigenetic and other processes (e.g., actions on DNA methyltransferase) on key components of the developing telomere biology system that influence the initial setting of TL and the tissue- and stage-of-development-specific regulation of telomerase expression.

There is relatively little empirical literature to date that has addressed the issue of the link between exposure to prenatal adversity and telomere biology. Animal studies that have manipulated maternal nutrition during pregnancy (e.g., protein restriction) have reported effects on offspring TL in different tissues and organs. A recent study in chickens reported that prenatal administration of the stress hormone cortisol in the yolk resulted in a higher proportion of short telomeres (and increased levels of reactive oxygen metabolites as well as increased duration of the acute stress response) in the offspring compared to a non-treated control group (Haussmann et al., 2011). Human studies in this area have, for the most part, examined the effects of obstetric risk conditions during pregnancy, such as fetal growth restriction, diabetes and preeclampsia, on placental and newborn TL and telomerase activity (reviewed in Entringer et al., 2012a). Less is known about effects of stress exposure during the intrauterine life with telomere biology. We recently published the first human study of the association between maternal exposure during pregnancy to severe psychosocial stress and offspring TL in young adulthood (Entringer et al., 2011). The effect equated approximately to an additional 3.5 years of cellular aging in prenatally-stressed offspring, was more pronounced in women, and was unchanged after adjusting for potential confounders (subject characteristics, birth weight, and early-life and concurrent stress level).
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In a second, smaller prospective study we found that maternal pregnancy-specific stress (worries about the health of the unborn child) assessed in early pregnancy significantly predicted newborn leukocyte TL (Entringer et al., 2012b). After accounting for the effects of potential determinants of newborn leukocyte TL (gestational age at birth, weight, sex and exposure to antepartum obstetric complications), there was a significant, independent, linear effect of pregnancy-specific stress on newborn leukocyte TL that accounted for 25% of the variance in adjusted leukocyte TL, thereby replicating and extending our previously-published finding on prenatal stress exposure and adult offspring TL.

Thus, based on the theoretical considerations and empirical evidence outlined above, Entringer and colleagues (Entringer et al., 2012a) have advanced the hypothesis that context- and time-inappropriate levels of physiological stress exposure (maternal-placental-fetal endocrine, immune/inflammatory and oxidative stress) during the intrauterine period of development may alter or program the telomere biology system (i.e., the initial setting of TL and telomerase expression capacity) in a manner that accelerates cellular dysfunction, aging and disease susceptibility over the lifespan. It is likely that extreme levels of stress exposure in infants and children may also deeply impact telomere biology maintenance abilities, a new area of study.

**Early life stress and telomere length**

Childhood stress, a major public-health and social-welfare problem, is known to have a powerful direct effect on poor health in later life. But how can stress during early life lead to health problems that only emerge decades later? This direct effect requires one or more underlying mechanisms that can maintain it across the life-course. Now, new evidence suggests telomere erosion is a potential mechanism for the long-term cellular embedding of stress.

In the past few years, several studies of adult participants have provided support for an association between childhood history of stress and shorter TL (reviewed in (Price et al., 2013; Shalev, 2012)). In contrast to previous findings, one study failed to replicate the association between leukocytes TL and physical and sexual abuse in childhood in a large cohort of adult twins. In the first study of children, greater exposure to institutional care was significantly associated with shorter TL in buccal cells in middle childhood (Drury et al., 2011). These cross-sectional studies had documented a correlation between TL and stress. It remained unknown whether stress exposure, as opposed to its disease sequelae, caused telomere erosion. The hypothesis that childhood violence exposure would accelerate telomere erosion was recently tested in the first prospective-longitudinal study in children (Shalev et al., 2012). Based on evidence that the effects of stress are cumulative, the hypothesis was that cumulative exposure to violence would be associated with accelerated telomere erosion. Indeed, only children who experienced multiple forms of violence exposure (either exposure to maternal domestic violence, frequent bullying victimization or physical maltreatment by an adult) showed significantly more telomere erosion in buccal cells between age-5 baseline and age-10 follow-up measurements, even after adjusting for confounding factors (Shalev et al., 2012). This finding provided the first evidence that stress-related accelerated telomere erosion can be observed already at young age while children are experiencing stress. Importantly, the violence-exposed children who experienced more rapid telomere erosion had not yet developed chronic disease, suggesting that telomere erosion may be a link in the causal chain connecting early-life stress exposure to later life disease.

One of the most challenging questions concerns our understanding of the mechanisms linking early life stress, and stress in general, to telomere dynamics. With the case of childhood stress, the effect of stress on TL during sensitive developmental periods and age-
dependent maturation of the brain and immune-system (Danese and McEwen, 2011) may play a critical role for precipitating this long-term damage. Currently, most of the insights about mechanisms associated with telomere erosion originate from research on inflammation and oxidative stress, indicating both as important influences on TL. Several studies have shown that childhood stress predicts elevated inflammation (Danese et al., 2007) and also that individuals with early life stress have heightened inflammatory response to psychosocial stress. Moreover, childhood adversity among older adults predicted both higher inflammatory markers and shorter TL in blood cells (Kiecolt-Glaser et al., 2011). Inflammation is also associated with increased proliferation of immune cells and, as a consequence, with more telomere erosion. These studies suggest a mediating role for inflammation linking early life stress to telomere erosion. The endocrine system is another plausible route for mediating the effects of early life stress. The connection between cortisol, oxidative stress and cell senescence is established (Behl et al., 1997). Cortisol has been associated with reduced telomerase activation of human T lymphocytes in culture, and higher levels of cortisol in response to a laboratory stressor were associated with shorter TL in buccal cells of 5-to-6-year old children (Kroenke et al., 2011). Overall, stress-induced secretion of cortisol may down-regulate the activity of telomerase and increase oxidative stress which in turn can lead to more rapid erosion of telomeres. More research is needed to test whether effects of stress on telomere erosion are mediated by immune- and endocrine-system changes, oxidative stress, mitochondria dysfunction, or other factors in children.

**Mental health disorders and telomere maintenance**

Common mental disorders like depression and anxiety may also be associated with changes in telomere maintenance. Major depressive disorder (MDD) and other serious mental illnesses are associated with high rates of comorbid medical illnesses, many of which are more common in the elderly, such as cardiovascular disease, stroke and dementia. One possible explanation for this comorbidity is that these mental illnesses are associated with accelerated rates of cellular/biological aging. As reviewed above, shortening of leukocyte TL indexes increased risk of medical illness, and several studies have now characterized leukocyte TL in MDD and other psychiatric illnesses (reviewed in (Wolkowitz et al., 2011)). Fewer psychiatric studies have characterized the activity of telomerase, an enzyme that can elongate and preserve telomeric DNA, in psychiatric illness. Further, few studies have investigated the biochemical mediators of accelerated biological aging in psychiatric illness. Including an initial study by Simon et al. that demonstrated shortened leukocyte TL in MDD (Simon et al., 2006), 10 studies in MDD, two in bipolar disorder, three in schizophrenia or other non-affective psychoses and three in anxiety disorders have been reported. Although disparate findings have been published, certain characteristics may be associated with heightened risk of leukocyte TL shortening. Also, certain biochemical mediators that are associated with serious mental illnesses as well as with biological aging are being identified.

Of the 10 studies in MDD, six reported significant leukocyte TL shortening in depressed subjects, 3 failed to detect significant differences, and one was partially positive, finding significantly shortened leukocyte TL only in individuals with more chronic lifetime exposure to depression. The positive studies were often in individuals with more chronic depression or with greater severity of symptoms, perhaps suggesting a “dose-response” relationship with leukocyte TL shortening, whereas the negative studies tended to use non-standardized or only self-report diagnostic criteria for MDD over brief periods of time, included population-based samples rather than clinical psychiatric samples, or failed to have adequate control groups. Patients with bipolar disorder may also have shortened leukocyte TL, but one of the studies only reported leukocyte TL in a mixed group of mood disorder patients rather than in bipolar patients exclusively, and the other study found only a trend level of shortening of mean leukocyte TL, although it found a significantly higher
percentage of “short” telomeres in the bipolar cohort. In the latter study, leukocyte TL shortening was proportional to the number of lifetime depressive episodes but not with length of time since first diagnosis. In three separate studies, psychotic individuals were also reported to have shortened leukocyte TL, but in one, only patients with poor response to antipsychotics showed this effect. Finally, some but not all reports on individuals with anxiety disorders have shown shortened leukocyte TL. In one study of individuals with various anxiety-type disorders, only older individuals (48-87 years old) showed shortened leukocyte TL compared to age-matched controls, perhaps suggesting more chronic exposure to the disorder was required for the leukocyte TL shortening to be seen. In another study (in phobic individuals), only those with more severe symptoms showed leukocyte TL shortening. In the final anxiety disorder study, individuals with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) showed significantly shortened leukocyte TL compared to controls, but this effect was largely determined by the presence of substantial adverse childhood events (a risk factor itself for PTSD) in those subjects. In summary, findings remain inconclusive regarding leukocyte TL shortening in serious mental disorders. A preponderance of studies has found significant leukocyte TL shortening, especially when rigorous diagnostic criteria are applied and when individuals with longer lifetime duration of symptoms or with greater severity of symptoms are studied. The latter observations may suggest a “dose-response” relationship. It should be emphasized that the degree of leukocyte TL shortening reported in the positive studies reviewed here is not trivial and ranges from approximately six to 25 years of accelerated aging compared to age-matched controls, even when sex, age, tobacco usage, body-mass index and medical illnesses are taken into account.

The possibility that shortened leukocyte TL is seen across a wide variety of serious mental disorders makes it extremely unlikely that this phenomenon is specific to any particular psychiatric diagnosis. One possibility is that histories of multiple adverse childhood experiences, which are substantially more common in individuals with serious mental disorders, explain the leukocyte TL shortening rather than the mental disorders themselves. Another possibility is that leukocyte TL shortening relates to certain pathophysiological processes that transcend traditional psychiatric diagnoses. For example, several of the psychiatric conditions reviewed here have been associated with increased oxidative stress and with chronic inflammation, and both of these factors have been associated with shortening of leukocyte TL. In studies of individuals with various medical illnesses or MDD, as well as in individuals undergoing chronic psychological stress, peripheral indices of oxidative stress and inflammation have both been related to shortening of leukocyte TL, suggesting these may at least partially mediate this effect.

Leukocyte TL is also a function of telomere reparative process such as telomerase activity. Mixed findings regarding peripheral blood mononuclear cell (PBMC) telomerase activity have been reported in individuals undergoing chronic psychological stress, as well as in individuals with serious mental disorders. One study in individuals with schizophrenia and one in caregivers noted decreased telomerase activity, but another study in caregivers and one in un-medicated individuals with MDD noted significant increases in telomerase activity. The authors of the reports that noted telomerase increases suggested that this might represent a compensatory attempt in the face of incipient cell damage or telomere shortening. In the MDD study, baseline (un-medicated) telomerase levels were inversely correlated with subsequent antidepressant response, as were treatment-associated increases in telomerase activity (Wolkowitz et al., 2012). These findings, along with recent preclinical data suggesting antidepressant effects of telomerase, suggest a novel mechanism regulating treatment response in MDD.

In summary, data regarding cellular/biological aging in serious mental disorders remain inconclusive. However, tantalizing leads are emerging. These might provide insights into the
high comorbidity of medical illnesses in individuals with mental disorders and might suggest new approaches to categorizing and treating these disorders (Wolkowitz et al., 2011).

Health behaviors and telomere biology

Early chronic disease onset and early mortality are accounted for in large part by chronic poor health behaviors, including physical inactivity, poor diet, poor sleep, smoking and other tobacco use, and excessive alcohol consumption (Murray et al., 2013). The importance of healthy behaviors to the prevention and treatment of disease cannot be understated (Fisher et al., 2011). Work over the past decade directs attention to the many protective cellular effects of healthy behaviors that are mechanistically implicated in disease pathogenesis and early mortality. These protective cellular effects include, but are not limited to, maintaining TL in immune and neural cells.

Many studies have evidenced that each behavior alone is associated with TL and/or telomerase levels (reviewed in (Lin et al., 2012)). A combination of these healthy behaviors is also associated with longer telomeres. Here we highlight the studies that indicate associations between behavior and telomere maintenance. We primarily emphasize the work on physical exercise, for two reasons. In part, there is a strong literature of animal model studies that have illuminated specific preceding and ensuing biological mechanisms through which voluntary exercise impedes immune and neural cell telomere erosion. Most other studies in other health behaviors, to date, have shown only associations between the behavior of interest and telomeres and/or telomerase. We also highlight the work on exercise and physical activity since there are now several studies demonstrating that activity can also protect individuals from the negative effects of stress on cell aging - relevant to the current review.

Endurance exercise and fitness—Endurance exercise that increases fitness delays cell aging processes in rodents. Endurance exercise in rodents increases telomerase activity and telomere-stabilizing proteins expression in myocytes, endothelial cells of the vascular wall, immune and neural cells, in turn preventing apoptosis and cellular senescence. In humans, self-reported physical activity (Cherkas et al., 2008) and objective markers of fitness are associated with longer telomeres. In one study, telomerase levels were higher in athletes compared to sedentary non-athletes, even in young adulthood (Werner et al., 2009).

Puterman and colleagues (Puterman et al., 2012; Puterman et al., 2010; Puterman et al., 2011), as well as others (Rethorst et al., 2011), have examined how maintaining an active lifestyle mitigates the relationship between stress and biomarkers of disease. In one study, engaging in activity levels at those recommended by the Center for Disease Control and Prevention moderated the association between perceived stress and TL. Specifically, the association between perceived stress and shorter telomeres was limited to the inactive women. For the active women, perceived stress was not significantly associated with shorter telomeres (Puterman et al., 2010). New data suggests that life stress over the course of one year may predict telomere shortening over the same period only in individuals with unhealthy lifestyles (Puterman et al., unpublished data). These studies suggest that unhealthy behaviors may compound the negative effects of stress on cell aging.

Dietary patterns—Food choices seem to also shape TL (reviewed in (Paul, 2011)). Eating foods high in fiber and vitamins (both dietary and supplemental) are related to longer telomeres, whereas eating processed meats and foods high in polyunsaturated fats is related to shorter telomeres. In one study, patients with heart disease who were low at baseline in dietary omega-3 fatty acids had the greatest decline in TL over 5 years. While no studies
have examined how drive to overeat or calorically restrict is associated to TL, it is known that women who are preoccupied with restraining their food intake have both higher cortisol and shorter telomeres (Kiefer et al., 2008).

**Sleep**—The role of sleep in immune system health and function is well described by others. Liang and colleagues (Liang et al., 2011) recently demonstrated that women under 50 years old who sleep less than 6 hours a night on average have shorter telomeres compared to women who sleep the an average of 9 hours. Additionally, our work suggests that women who report poor sleep quality have shorter telomeres as well.

**Substance use**—Excessive alcohol consumption (Pavanello et al., 2011), and cigarette smoking and tobacco use (Valdes et al., 2005) have also been associated with shorter telomeres.

Discussion

The German-French philosopher Albert Schweitzer once said that “the tragedy of life is what dies inside a man while he lives”. Although he was not referring to telomeres, it echoes well with new evidence from the field of telomere science. What dies inside us, or at least becomes senescent, are our cells, and it seems that telomeres are key elements in the causal chain of normal and premature senescence from very early in life. Moreover, recent empirical studies suggest that the telomere dynamics are influenced by environmental stress exposure, mental disorders, and health behaviors, as well as resilience to stress and trauma.

The length of telomeres appears to be an important predictor of health and disease. Nonetheless, not all studies report significant associations between stress exposures, or mental health disorders, and TL, and it is still not known whether stress exposure (as opposed to its disease sequelae, for example) is causing the erosion of telomeres. It may be that those most vulnerable to adult stress exposures are those who also have some predisposition, whether genetic, or acquired, such as prenatal or childhood adversity. Caution should be taken as more research is needed to elucidate mechanisms that govern TL dynamics. Moreover, although recent findings support the hypothesis of stress-related acceleration of cellular aging, even at young ages, and more studies provide plausible mechanistic pathways, there are more questions that require further research (Shalev, 2012).

Recent longitudinal findings indicate caution because the temporal process of telomere erosion is more complex than initially assumed. For example, telomere erosion is inversely correlated with baseline TL, and also, in some individuals, telomeres lengthen over time. In addition, there are controversies regarding the best ways to measure TL. Another methodological question concerns the measurement of TL in different types of tissue cells. Because of ethical difficulties obtaining blood from children in the community, most studies in children have used buccal cells, instead of the peripheral blood cells more commonly used in studies of adults, thus limiting the generalization of these findings to other tissues.

Meanwhile, emerging body of evidence in the new field of telomeres help to address a basic-science puzzle of how and when stress gets ‘under the skin’ at the cellular level. In this review, we provided evidence that stress-related telomere erosion can be observed from very early in life. Prenatal stress exposure was linked to shorter TL in young adulthood (Entringer et al., 2011). More studies have documented an association between childhood trauma and shorter TL in adulthood, and in fact, several reviews have been devoted to this topic (Price et al., 2013; Shalev, 2012). Studies in adult clinical populations have provided further support. Several, but not all, studies in mental health disorders, including depression, bipolar disorder, anxiety disorders, PTSD and schizophrenia, have reported shorter TL (Wolkowitz et al., 2011). Interestingly, higher telomerase activity was associated with MDD among un-
medicated individuals, suggesting a potential compensatory mechanism to overcome the telomere erosion associated with MDD. More research is needed to explore the effects of TL and telomerase in clinical and non-clinical settings.

There is also hope, however, that stress effects can be mitigated. Lifestyle factors and a healthy environment can help to buffer the deleterious effects of stress on telomere erosion (Puterman and Epel, 2012). It is also tempting to speculate that some of those factors (e.g., diet, physical activity and stress-reduction methods) involve two of the main mechanistic pathways in telomere integrity: immune-system and oxidative stress. More research is needed to elucidate the complex cascade leading from stress exposure during early life to cellular aging via telomere biology. Given that individuals who are exposed to stress during their early years show a faster erosion rate of TL, early intervention and prevention strategies can potentially ameliorate the acceleration of physiological aging processes early in life.

In sum, increasing numbers of studies in humans have implicated age-related TL as an important predictor of morbidity and mortality. Stress exposure in early life is linked with the same patterns of increased morbidity and mortality as shorter telomeres. Thus, TL is a promising new target for research into the long-term effects of stress throughout the lifespan. Elucidating the molecular mechanisms that regulate telomere dynamics, identifying intervening biological substrates that could serve as potential treatment targets, and discovering coping resources that may protect individuals from the adverse effects of stress on telomere erosion are primary future directions in this field. This multidisciplinary research has the potential to identify novel targets for interventions to help young children and adults recover from exposure to chronic stress. Taken together, this body of evidence suggests the importance of integrating telomeres as stress markers in research to evaluate the effects of stress throughout the lifespan.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of lifespan influences on telomere length (biological/cellular age)
Horizontal arrows at the top and bottom of the figure illustrate the progression of biological aging in parallel to chronological aging. Boxes and arrows in the middle of the figure illustrate stress exposures at different points in the lifespan (pre-natal development, childhood, adulthood, and later life) that act to accelerate the pace of biological aging. Double-headed arrows for adult mental disorders and age-related diseases exposures indicate bidirectional influences between mental and physical health and cellular aging. The downward pointing arrow at the top of the figure indicates that healthy lifestyle factors may mitigate the deleterious effects of stress exposures on biological aging.